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2022 Special Hosta Club List
Be sure to order early as some quantities are limited.
Minimum order of 5 plants per cultivar.

Happy New Year!
First, let me thank all the local hosta clubs that ordered our “Club” hostas
last year. Every year we try to find a group of new hostas that we offer to hosta
clubs at a special wholesale price. Please order early as some hostas may be
limited. We can send them bare root or in the pots, just ask about the best shipping
times.
This year we have several exclusive hostas for clubs that will not appear on
other wholesale lists. ‘Brocade’, an elegant highly ruffled hosta heads the list that
also includes the unique ‘Lady Peyton’ and dangerous ‘Quicksand’. Two of our
newest hostas are also on the list, ‘Tiki Bar’ and ‘Gold Angel’. Clubs can also
order off our wholesale lists, both liners and bare root plants if quantities
allow.
We are willing to work with you to make your next hosta sale a success, just
let us know how we can help. Remember, these hostas will also be pictured in the
Hostas for Club section of our Website, www.HostaHosta.com, in January.
The hostas listed below are sold as bare root divisions in multiples of
five. They have been grown out to fill a one quart or larger pot, except for minis.
These plants have not and will not be divided. All prices are FOB Franklinton, NC
and are shipped UPS. Your club will only be billed for the exact cost of shipping. No
boxing or handling fees! All are guaranteed true to name and are nursery certified
pest free. Thank you for your continued support of Green Hill Farm!

2022 Club List Offerings:
‘Brocade’
Exclusively for hosta clubs, New
Medium. This is an elegant hosta! It is not yellow, and it is not green,
something in between. The leaves are highly ruffled with the petiole pinched
at the base of the leaf blade. This is a bright and shiny hosta from Randy
Goodwin that we are offering only to hosta clubs this spring.
$15.00

‘Doubled Up’
GHF Introduction
Large. This sport of H. plantaginea found at our nursery has flowers that are
larger than species that open wide, with shorter, thicker scapes and the
clump is more compact the leaves having great substance. It is tetraploid
form of the species and has the largest of all hosta flowers, still very
fragrant. $10.00
‘Gold Angel’
New
Very Large. Hosta hybridizer Leslie Fraser always thought there should be a
gold version of ‘Blue Angel’. And he made it happen! This giant hosta has
excellent yellow color and can tolerate some sun, especially in northern
gardens. We have been very pleased by how well it has grown here in North
Carolina, and we think it will make an impressive clump in your garden.
$18.00
‘Green Thumb’
Mini. Mini, rounded, “mouse-like” green leaves with good substance make
this hosta from Tony Avent a cute addition for any rock or mini garden. But
maybe the best thing about this hosta is the purple flowers and scapes that
truly make it a collector’s dream. $8.00
‘Jet Black’
Large. This is a very blue hosta that grows quickly into a large mound. It has
lots and lots of powdery white wax that softens the appearance of its sturdy
cupped and puckered leaves. Near white, nicely proportioned flowers appear
in late June. Another great landscape hosta from Doug Beilstein. $8.00
‘Lady Peyton’
Exclusively for hosta clubs, New
Medium. This very interesting hosta from Charlie Kwick holds its greenishyellow leaves very upright. Despite their heavy substance they are ruffled
and dramatically folded flowing to a sharp point. Certainly, something
different for your garden. $12.00
‘Quicksand’
Exclusively for hosta clubs, New
Medium. Another introduction from Doug Beilstein, 'Quicksand' has yellow
margins with tight ruffles all around the edge. The lance-shaped leaves are
shiny green. This fast-growing hosta will be a “killer” in your garden!
$15.00

‘Rough Lemon’
GHF Introduction
Medium. Rescued from the compost pile, this medium-sized hosta has
managed to captivate us with it’s beautiful yellow spring color and fastgrowing habit. The unique leaf shape and brilliant red petioles make it a
beautiful addition to our red hosta line. Named after a variety of lemon with
a similar diamond-in-the-rough endearment, you may find yourself falling in
love with this hosta too! $15.00
‘Tiki Bar’
GHF Introduction, New
Small-Medium A sport of the very popular 'Appletini', 'Tiki Bar' will be sure to
continue inspiring summer beach vacations and fruity drinks enjoyed in the
coolness of your shade garden. The apple yellow-green centers are
surrounded by a thick, green margin. The heart-shaped leaves are slightly
folded and together make a very tight, tidy mound that will look very
attractive in any garden. This is a hosta from our new bar collection!
$18.00
‘Twice as Nice’
GHF Introduction
Medium-Large. As wonderfully colorful as my ‘Ambrosia’ is this tetraploid
form of it is ‘Twice as Nice’. Yes, it is a little smaller and more compact but
also has more substance and richer wide blue margins and a bright yellow
leaf center. The flowers are fragrant, of course. Pretty nice! $12.00
‘Twist Tie’
GHF Introduction
Small. ‘Twist Tie’ is a small blue green hosta with very upright twisted
leaves. It is from ‘Tongue Twister’ and like it has very good substance and is
one of the last hostas to go to sleep. Twisted hostas are my new passion,
wait to you see what comes next. $8.00
‘Yippee’
Mini. This cute little, white-margined mini just bubbles with excitement. It
holds its leaves almost straight up and yells ‘Yippee’! Another of Doug
Beilstein’s special hostas, this one will add height and verticality to any bowl
of miniature hostas. $10.00
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Questions? Give us a call or email! 919-309-0649
HostaBob@gmail.com

